TRACY

Sun in Aries feels most alive through pursuing freedom, courage, and thrilling risks. Moon in Scorpio
has an emotional need for intense experiences that bring buried pain up for healing. Ascendant in
Aries faces the world as someone spontaneous, fiesty, and independent. Venus in Taurus values
sensual pleasures, stability, and comfort in relationships. Mars in Aries is motivated by a need for
passion and vitality and defends boundaries fiercely. Mercury in Aries perceives the world through
the lens of conflict, independence, and passion.
Fire Dominant:
With fire as the dominant element, there’s a talent for optimism, courage, passion, and inspiration.
Lacking Earth and Air:
Without the Earth and Air elements, there may be a lack of structure, practical life skills, detachment, and perspective. Many find balance through relationships with Earth-dominant or Air-dominant people, or by cultivating their own relationship to plants, bodies, and structured time—as well
as intellectual and social skills.
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ALICE

Sun in Aquarius feels most alive through bringing about revolution, innovation, and experimental
changes. Moon in Leo has an emotional need for self-expression, vulnerability, and creativity. Ascendant in Sagittarius faces the world as someone optimistic, exuberant, and sometimes reckless.
Venus in Capricorn values tangible mutual support in relationships and requires commitment to
shared goals. Mars in Gemini is motivated by a need for intellectual curiosity and defends boundaries verbally, often with fierce wittiness. Mercury in Capricorn perceives the world through the lens
of longterm visioning, sustainability, and efficient uses of energy.
Elements are balanced:
Without one dominant element, there is the capacity to see many perspectives and use a variety of
tools. Practicality, vision, and passion are all present, but may need effort to coordinate.
Lacking Water:
Without the water element, there may be a lack of emotional self-awareness or empathy. Many find
balance through relationships with Water-dominant people, or by cultivating their own intuitive and
nurturing capacities.
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TOGETHER

Similarities: Emphasis in Fire. Both Alice and Tracy value passion, creativity, and adventurous
risk-taking.
Differences: While Tracy is predominantly Fire, Alice brings in many more elements. Tracy’s Aries
energy may at times be too independent or single-minded for Alice’s full range of concerns. Alice’s
detachment or focus on practicality may feel too limiting to Tracy at times.
Harmony: There is a beautiful presence of every Fire sign between them, creating a dynamic and
deeply supportive container for creative and passionate energy.
Balance: Tracy supplies the Water energy that Alice lacks, while Alice holds down Earth and Air
elements that Tracy lacks. There is much to learn from each other!

